Paris. What comes to mind when you think of it? I think of strolling through boutiques filled to the brim with stylistically innovative clothes. Of being inspired by all the scents of precious perfumes whispering of spring blooming and romance. Of dancing, in trendy discos and quiet clubs, and on the sidewalks under the stars, in the City of Lights.

Zen Chic’s newest group Dance In Paris reflects extraordinary energy and sophistication with a color palette of soft pink, chartreuse, turquoise teal, navy and graphite. Modern large-scale abstract prints mix with mid-scale geometrics and small-scale blenders.

Dance in Paris

ZEN CHIC
Dance in Paris by Zen Chic

KIT 1740
ZC SPQP Spring in Paris
59" x 60" F8 Friendly

ZC PUQP Pure
81" x 81" LC Friendly

ZC DGQP Diamonds and Grey
63" x 63"

Click here to shop this collection!
Dance in Paris by Zen Chic

• 45 Prints
• 100% Premium Cotton
HB’s, JR’s, LC’s, MG’s & PP’s include two each of 1745.
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